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In an essay with the strange, ostensibly misspelled title “Wort Auf!”
Diedrich Diederichsen, one of the most in›uential pop music critics
since the early 1980s, relates an anecdote that could be regarded as a
prototypical model for the self-guided introduction of German-speak-
ing youngsters to a foreign language: 

When my brother and I were four and six respectively, we met in
front of the radio every Sunday to listen to the hit parade, as if it
were a revelation, even though, of course, we couldn’t understand a
word the Beatles sang. Still, we had to give the songs names, had to
get our lips and tongues to form something when we sang them. So
a kind of English came into being that had absolutely no meaning
whatsoever, or at least, it consisted of a few intelligible words—after
all, you learn pretty quickly at that age—and lots of nonsense
words. Sometime later, when we started learning English as a totally
normal foreign language, we couldn’t get rid of our own version; we
could already speak a kind of English, which a second one could
never equal. At some point, I could translate a Dylan song, but I
already knew it by heart and enjoyed the linguistic effects, which I
loaded with half-knowledge, paranoid interpretation, and desire.1

Diederichsen’s anecdote precisely points out “the great advantage and
the great peculiarity”2 Germans experience when they hear Anglo-
American pop music and its lyrics. When they are ‹rst confronted with
foreign pop music, the problem is one of more or less complete incom-
prehensibility. In hindsight, however, not understanding the new,
strange, yet, at the same time, oddly familiar and exceedingly attractive
language does not appear to be a de‹ciency. Instead, this incompre-
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hension opens up a form of understanding and a way of dealing with
what you can call a foreign language—in this case, one named “pop,”
which owes its productivity to the aspect of incomprehension,
inscrutability, or, at least, misunderstanding. Appropriating the for-
eign language is like “speaking in tongues,” writes Diederichsen, and
produces “endless chains of digressions occurring at every second
somewhat clear-cut word.”3 This happens because the appropriation is
overdetermined by pop-speci‹c coding and laden with meanings that
“totally normal English”4 can never attain. We are thus speaking
about a way of receiving pop music that is not about learning English,
as Andreas Neumeister writes, in order to “listen to T. Rex in the orig-
inal.”5 Instead, when you listen to pop music, you learn a language that
seems to be a foreign language in a dual sense. It is as different from the
so-called mother tongue as it is from the foreign language that you
later learn in school as “totally normal English.” Yet nevertheless it
seems astonishingly close to both.

These thoughts refer to a way of dealing with pop that was charac-
teristic for certain German magazines in the 1980s and 1990s, such as
Sounds, Mode & Verzwei›ung, and Spex, and for different German
bands such as The 39 Clocks and Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle (FSK).
Around 1980, The 39 Clocks, a band from Hanover, invented an Amer-
ican-English dialect earmarked by a penetrating German accent, delib-
erately dilettantish imitations of American role models like The Velvet
Underground, and apparently misspelled song titles like “Pain It
Dark” or “Twisted and Shouts.”6 In contrast, members of FSK, the
Munich band started by Thomas Meinecke and others, have been
singing in German since 1980. However, they sing in a German consti-
tuted of “transatlantically misinterpreted Americanisms,”7 of linguis-
tic deformations, mixtures, and hybrids, recognizable in song titles
such as “(I Wish I Could) Sprechen Sie Deutsch,” “Pennsylfawnisch
Schnitzelbank,” or “Mein Funky Ballantine’s.”8 Meinecke, who is
responsible for the lyrics, comments on FSK’s use of the German lan-
guage: “We don’t discover our identity in the lyrics of our mother
tongue, but our difference; we don’t write songs in German because it
is understandable, but to constructively create friction in the lan-
guage.”9

If we are talking about examining and appropriating American pop
phenomena from a German and German-speaking perspective, then
this friction can be as productive as Diederichsen’s mixture of “half-
knowledge, paranoid interpretation, and desire.”10 In both cases, one
simultaneously understands too little and too much. One literally
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sticks to the words and cares little for the possibly correct meaning; one
adapts found material—newly processed or newly discovered—and
aims to de-form, to mix languages, to produce effects without worry-
ing about which convention, essence, or identity might be present. One
not only then realizes that one’s distance to what is supposedly strange
is shrinking but also comprehends the distance to one’s own familiar
mother tongue. Thus pop can be understood as a form of entertain-
ment that is also a form of dissidence, since it culls a “chance to be dif-
ferent,” as Meinecke writes regarding Diederichsen, from an “incorrect
remake,” by trusting to “productive misunderstandings . . . to renew
genres and exceed identities.”11 When dealing in this way with what is
regarded as either one’s own or a foreign language, one can produce a
particular form of “ambivalence” that, says Diederichsen, makes “dis-
sidence” possible when “misunderstandings hover in the air” and
“essences are deconstructed.”12 All of this, I would suggest, can be
understood by means of the anecdote cited previously as well as
through the title of Diederichsen’s essay—“Wort Auf!”—which can
only be translated improperly as “Word Up!” In the German original,
the title is already an almost literal, interlinear, and thus incorrect (in
terms of conventional standards) translation of the phrase prominent
in the Anglo-American and African-American pop discourse, “Word
Up!”13 In other words, “Wort Auf!” can be read as a form of transla-
tion that not only points out the dif‹culties of understanding the idiom
of the foreign language called “pop” but also presents possible ways of
productively appropriating it—ways that are in no small part consti-
tuted by misreadings, purposeful or not, and “fruitful misunderstand-
ings.”14

As I will show, those different strategies of dealing with pop not
only open up connections to concepts like “resigni‹cation” or “signi-
fyin(g),” popularized by Judith Butler and Henry Louis Gates Jr.,15

that have increasingly become part of the discussions over the past
years in the pop discourse.16 They also recall Rolf Dieter Brinkmann’s
earlier approach, which can be seen as a blueprint for the populariza-
tion of Anglo-American pop culture in Germany in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. In retrospect we can even say that it also pre‹gured some
of those writing strategies that came up in the wake of punk and new
wave music in the late 1970s and early 1980s, for instance, Diederich-
sen’s and Meinecke’s. And in the context of the rise of “pop literature”
in the late 1990s, several writers and critics again referred to
Brinkmann as a historical role model for trash aesthetics and subver-
sive pop literature.17 From this perspective, despite their differences,
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Diederichsen’s and Meinecke’s concepts of “pop” can also be under-
stood as references to Brinkmann’s attitudes and his ways of writing—
as an adjusted citation, as a repetition with a difference, as a form of
shifting translations.

“Misunderstandings are not,” Brinkmann writes in 1969 in his
“Notizen” for the anthology Silver Screen, which contains translations
of new American poetry, “instead, they expand the understanding of
something that is ‘incorrectly’ understood—they’re guided digressions,
they blast holes through the usual associations (it’s so cool to read:
‘Über allen Gipfeln zieht es!’).”18 This plea for misunderstandings and
errors is a tactic guiding Brinkmann’s perception and translation of
what he calls the “new American scene.” At the end of the 1960s,
Brinkmann published translations in the anthologies Silver Screen and
ACID,19 as well as the volume Lunch Poems,20 a collection of poems by
Frank O’Hara—all of which were received with great acclaim in Ger-
many. According to Ralf Rainer Rygulla, the co-editor of ACID, it
was through new American literature—that is, through translating
it21—that Brinkmann ‹rst discovered a type of English beyond school
English. Supporting this claim is the fact that, in this case,
Brinkmann’s appropriation of a foreign language also led to a recog-
nizable change in his own style of writing. The poetological essays,
which Brinkmann added to the anthologies as prefaces, are much more
than mere introductions to the new American literature scene.
Brinkmann unfolds what turns out to be a literary program, which he
himself attempts to carry out in a different form in his poems, prose,
and essays. As Agnes C. Mueller writes in Lyrik “made in USA,”
Brinkmann did not seek out American poetry “because it ‹t into an
already existing program or concept, but rather, his program devel-
oped from the inspiration he received from the American poets’ new
techniques of writing.”22

At the same time, a signi‹cant instigation for Brinkmann’s excite-
ment about the “new American scene” is his polemic turn against those
German-speaking “poets,” who, as “living dead,” claim “the cultural
words for themselves.”23 Brinkmann opposed what he called the
“spooky German cultural business,” turned against skeptical cultural
criticism, against abstraction, theory, and any type of cultural politics
that—as in the 1968 Kursbuch—called for the “death of literature.”24

So the starting point for his euphoric approach to America is his dis-
tance to his own context, to his own language. This distance also leads
to a skepticism toward the usual methods of producing meaning, to
mistrust of the “feedback system of words and meanings in the com-
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mon order of grammatics,” which, according to Brinkmann, “has for a
long time had nothing to do with daily sensory experience.”25 Yet it is
exactly sensory experience and “ordinary details” that are the decisive
aspects of Frank O’Hara’s poetry, says Brinkmann. In his poetry, “the
only real time is the present.”26 This sensibility, oriented toward the
present, has “no previous, settled, internalized pattern, no cosy, much-
loved prejudices to lose when it gets involved with the present.”27 And
this is precisely what Brinkmann attempted to carry out in his own
texts, as, for example, in the 1968 volume of poetry Die Piloten.28 He
made an issue of the tense relation between subjectivity and the world
of objects, since he did not merely attempt to reproduce so-called real-
ity in the sense of a “pure copy.”29 As Karl Heinz Bohrer writes, he was
a “skeptical phenomenologist,” “an observer attracted to objects,”
who set reality in motion in and through language.30 “The surprising
aspect,” writes Brinkmann, “lies in the unusual collection of details
that have not lost all reference to reality, as the conventions of the
avant-garde will have it, yet have not been abandoned to reality or
slipped into musty preoccupation with the inner self.”31 Beyond the
triple dissociation from the conventional avant-garde, tautological
realism, and musty preoccupation with the inner self, Brinkmann cre-
ated space for his own work, where it became possible for him to do
exactly what he ascribed to the American literary scene: “to take what
is at hand and do something with it, other than what was intended . . .
to spread out, to scatter—to break through existing patterns of associ-
ations.”32 Only in this way, and not through political content, writes
Brinkmann, can literature also become a political issue that opens up a
free space in which “possibility becomes concrete,” where “a bit of lib-
erated reality” can be created.33 Starting with Ted Berrigan’s sugges-
tion to “redo it and sign your name to it,” Brinkmann summarized in
his “Notizen” for Silver Screen some of the central writing methods in
the American scene, which he reports upon and simultaneously uses as
a program for his own writing: 

To make one out of several existing, written texts (poems), to “pol-
ish up” old poems . . . surprisingly, one’s own poem emerges by
putting together several foreign texts, through surface translation,
etc. One’s own expression lies in the way the ready-made pieces are
arranged, as long as the arranger’s psychic dimension is kept! These
procedures empty the given meaning, long accepted as “natural,”
which binds one and leads the individual away from himself. More-
over, through such methods, we become conscious that we live in
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the age of photocopy (Xerox), the time of unlimited possibilities of
reproduction, which qualitatively alters the copied object.34

From these lines, it is possible to almost effortlessly discern methods
and paradigms that, to this day, are still associated with the concept of
“pop”: the work with ready-made material that uses repetition to dis-
solve the previously existing structures of meaning and, through this
repetition, simultaneously shifts, alters, and resigni‹es. According to
Brinkmann, at the end of the 1960s, a “general style” emerged from this
procedure, for which, as he writes in 1968, “the term ‘POP’ is only valid
for the time being.” It is about a “sensibility that refuses to accept
cheap, intellectual alternatives for creative products of every kind of
art—writing, painting, ‹lmmaking, playing music.”35 Replacing those
established cultural dichotomies, which Brinkmann calls “cheap, intel-
lectual alternatives,” is a “mixture of various ‹elds and categories,”36

which avoids categorization: “the new products don’t allow themselves
to be annexed to what already exists. . . . they have left behind the old
categories of understanding.”37

Like many other writers and theorists at the end of the 1960s,38

Brinkmann is repeatedly involved in “dismantling the cultural
de‹nitions of ‘author’ and ‘reader,’” in “dissolving the strict de‹nition
of the work” and “of a uni‹ed style.”39 The dissolution of the “existing
systems of reference and interpretation,”40 which Brinkmann not only
demanded but also pursued, corresponded to the “dissolution of hith-
erto accepted rigid divisions of genre,” which have to be “seen in the
context of the dissolution of in›exible roles of sexual behavior.”
Brinkmann writes that the structures of existing Gattungen (genres,
gender, or genus) must be “taken apart and rearranged,” so that “the
clichéd roles of sexual behavior” can no longer have an effect. “And it
is precisely the degree to which things are taken apart and rearranged
that also changes the good old question about the ‘meaning’ of a poem,
a novel, etc.”41 Therefore, as Brinkmann writes, matters have gone
beyond the topic of whether it’s “a joke when someone asks if Shake-
speare was a woman.”42 New literature is concerned with producing an
“order, which can no longer understand itself in the traditional pat-
terns of expression”; it’s about mixtures, in which “the entire text
becomes a stream of voices ›owing into each other—voices that can-
not be clearly distinguished according to their gender.”43

It is not only the process of distinguishing genre and gender but also
the strict division of thinking in terms of national poetry and national
poets that is, for Brinkmann, one of the “categories of understanding”
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undermined by the new American scene. At the end of the 1960s, in the
pop as well as the student movement, Brinkmann noted what he called
a “uni‹ed sensibility,” a “global sensitivity” in place of the “isolation,
which began with the molding of a literature bound to a particular lan-
guage and nation.”44 One of Brinkmann’s examples for this develop-
ment has to do with the problem that is nowadays once again a topic in
the debate about the protection of the German language.45 Brinkmann
writes: “Take all of the Americanisms that were in the German lan-
guage in 1955 and compare them with the Americanisms in the lan-
guage today, in 1968. Today’s share will be incomparably higher.”
Even though Brinkmann leaves the question open, the consequences
he sees are signi‹cantly different from those seen by the language
defenders of today. “Nowadays, we can deal with ‘American’ material
and the signals it contains more con‹dently than we did ten years ago.
The question is, can there still be rigid national divisions?”46 However,
the reason for Brinkmann’s insistence upon pursuing this question is
based not just in the writing methods of the American role models.
Their attitude comes close to Brinkmann’s disposition, which he still
emphasized in the mid-1970s, a few years after his pop phase: “Again
and again, it did me good to forget my own origins. I’ve felt this free-
dom physically every time, as soon as I left the border—which was at
the same time the ordained border of language and comprehension.”47

In the poem “Westwärts, Teil 2,” Brinkmann describes another way to
leave behind the systems of order and categories of understanding.
Being distant to what is supposed to be one’s own language opens up
space to play—and this space can be expanded even further by the con-
frontation with a foreign language. “It’s good that I don’t understand
everything when I’m in Italian surroundings”48—that was Brink-
mann’s comment on his decision not to learn Italian during his sojourn
in Rome at the beginning of the 1970s. And on his stay in the United
States, described in Westwärts, he says: “the less I understood the lan-
guage, the clearer the things at hand became in my consciousness.”49 A
few lines later, in his description of his return to the borders of his own
language, Brinkmann countered the possibilities (and not just the lin-
guistic ones) opened up by the double distance from his own and the
foreign language: “‘Einsteigen bitte! 1 Befehlston / in deutsch. War das
einmal / meine Sprache? Das ist noch nie / meine Sprache gewesen! Die
/ Sprache hat immer anderen gehört.”50

As Hans-Thies Lehmann writes, Brinkmann’s texts escape “mono-
lingualism, the linguistic determination” through “polylingualism.”51

This polylingualism can be regarded as a consequence of the dissolu-
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tion of national boundaries, as are his various experiments with trans-
lations. While translating Frank O’Hara’s poetry, Brinkmann rather
cautiously attempts to keep the syntax, form, and rhythm of the Amer-
ican, and in his own poems he radicalized the process of interlinear
translation in a peculiar way: “Roll über, Beethoven! Die Jungen / sind
richtig gewesen. Sie haben Kilo / Meterweit gesehen.”52 In this poem,
Brinkmann lines up titles from the pop music canon next to each other:
“Roll Over Beethoven” (Chuck Berry), “The Kids Are Alright” (The
Who), and “I Can See for Miles” (The Who). As in the case of “und
wie fällt man in / die Liebe,”53 this interlinear translation seems to be
incorrect, at least according to conventional standards. Yet it is actu-
ally the starting point for a new tone, for new styles and writing proce-
dures, which are hallmarks of Brinkmann’s poetry, even when he is not
directly, obviously translating. Repeatedly, Brinkmann uses or invents
words that sop up foreign as well as German particles and phonetic
structures but do not belong entirely to one language or the other.

The so-called surface translations produce similar effects.
Brinkmann strewed these throughout his texts or used them as a writ-
ing strategy in his collaborations with Ralf Rainer Rygulla. They can
be understood not only as another consequence of crossing the lan-
guage borders but also in other ways, as transposition or translation of
inspirations from American literature. Inspired “by a writing method
especially popular in the New York poetry scene,” the poem “Der
joviale Russe,” for instance, was an “incorrect” translation of Apolli-
naire’s “La jolie russe.” It was the attempt to convey the “surface
understanding” of a poem a moment after reading it, “without know-
ing the foreign language (in this case, French).”54 Brinkmann used a
similar method with comparable effects in his poem “Fragment zu eini-
gen populären Songs.” In a letter, Brinkmann explained the lines “Wer
reitet auf / der Schnecke?”55 this way: “‘Who rides on the snail’: a
totally incorrect translation of a line from a Doors’ song called ‘The
End,’ which says: ride this lane. But from the way it sounds, it could
also be ‘ride this snake.’ Transposed via a surface translation into the
German language, just using the sound, that is, the sound of a word,
the word changes from snake to snail [Schnecke] (after all, we aren’t
very familiar with snakes here any more).”56

In another kind of translation, one he refers to in Rom, Blicke by
(mis)quoting a phrase taken from Alfred Korzybski, this method of
mixing languages appears to be part of Brinkmann’s reading program
at the same time: “In case of Misunderständig, read on! (Korzyb-
ski).”57 This reading program is not only a plea for productive misun-
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derstandings but also a method of writing that lastingly marks
Brinkmann’s poetology. Neither his attention to ordinary things nor
his ceaseless emphasis on directness and simplicity should lead to the
impression that the texts are also easy to understand. Turning the
“existing categories of understanding” into an issue can easily produce
false conclusions, as Brinkmann shows in the “Notiz” to Die Piloten:
“The people to whom I show my things often say that they’re actually
not poems any more. . . . They say everything’s easy, you can under-
stand it, and that, in turn, makes my poems incomprehensible to
them.”58 Despite his polemic opposition to the equalization of poetry
and obscurity, which was canonized in the 1950s and early 1960s,59

Brinkmann doesn’t simply sign up with the other side, doesn’t wager
without further ado on accessibility and simple comprehensibility. In
Brinkmann’s texts, there is more of that characteristic of pop art that,
in the 1960s, art theorist Max Imdahl called the “dismantling of the
self-evident”—“Entselbstverständlichung des Selbstverständlichen.”60

Just as supposedly obvious things suddenly can seem incomprehensi-
ble when removed from their “musty context” and deprived of “the
usual interpretations,”61 so can mass compatibility and hermetics,
comprehensibility and incomprehensibility, make direct contact with
each other or collapse into each other. “When a disturbance appears on
the scene, it is possible for a moment to see through what is familiar
and therefore what has not been transparent for a long time.”62 When
Brinkmann writes, “This disturbance is the American poem,”63 he
refers to the methods of mixing genres, categories, and languages in
American poetry as well as to those perturbations that ‹rst arise from
his perspective, that is, out of his confrontation with a foreign lan-
guage. The emphasis on the aspect of disturbance underscores that the
concern here is not to replace obscurity with clarity in the name of
directness and simplicity. Even in Brinkmann’s own texts, the opposite
seems to be the case. In the process of writing, even the most familiar
things are removed for moments from the “existing categories of
understanding”: “the surroundings / become, as I look up, look
around, / incomprehensible.”64 In reverting to American role models,
Brinkmann replaces hermetics not with undisguised clarity or another
phantasma of comprehensibility, but instead by disturbingly deleting
the opposition between comprehensibility and incomprehensibility.
“The question of meaning is super›uous—the narrative is simply
‘there.’ It is its own argument,” writes Brinkmann about a story by
Ron Padgett.65 Brinkmann’s goal is to eliminate the predominant cat-
egory of hermeneutic-oriented understanding, a logic ‹xated on sense
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and meaning. Just as Padgett’s story makes the question of meaning
irrelevant for Brinkmann, in his own writing he tries to distance him-
self from an attitude that always requires and forces comprehensibility:
“it would be great if you didn’t understand it. That also goes for the
attempt to understand a poem.”66 Brinkmann does not take so much a
position against comprehension as he questions its premises: “Why do
you want to understand poetry? Why do you want to understand?
Doesn’t that mean the triumph of the belief in a compulsory order?”67

Overall correlations of meaning do not appear to be unavoidable
standards for orientation but are a totalitarian system of order that
arti‹cially, compulsively makes a scheme out of what is “simply just
there.”68 Brinkmann questions the assumption that contexts can com-
prehensively and sensibly be established by understanding. “Compre-
hension in general is a very snappy thing! What gets cut off there?”69

Comprehension does not appear to provide the possibility of restoring
a lost fullness of sense. Instead, it is assumed that comprehension is
dominated by logical editing and cutting, which determine daily per-
ception—“after all, gazes are constantly producing cut-ups!”70—as
well as Brinkmann’s ways of writing. Even if a phantasma of sensory
totality permeates Brinkmann’s texts, he defends himself against every
attempt to completely grasp reality and language. From this perspec-
tive, Brinkmann develops the demand that poets should write in
protest against the formulations of “those who believe, madly enough,
that they have totally understood the terms and the language.”71 With
this, he also opposes an attitude that desires clarity without any
residue: “How I hate the apparent clarity of language, and how I like
things to line up, as they are right here,”72 he writes in a text in which
he has—“right here”—directly lined up quotations from lyrics, song
titles, descriptions of everyday life, biographical details, and poetolog-
ical thoughts, without any hierarchical order. In this case, too, genres,
styles, and language levels are intertwined; here, too, that “mixture”
takes place, which leaves behind the “existing categories of under-
standing.” Precisely because of the apparent self-evidence of the
objects, this form of writing differentiates itself from an environment
where everything has always already been and is always already sup-
posed to be understood. “Why quotations? Because I don’t understand
them! Why a poem? Because after writing it, I don’t understand it any
more.”73 This “dismantling of the self-evident” is seen again in
Brinkmann’s desire to dissolve the words from their functional con-
texts and thus to protect them from “clear, univocal interpretation.”74
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“I’d like to use words that / can’t be used, I thought. I’d like to speak
to those, whom I / love, / . . . I like simply / just simply to be without
explanation.”75

Although there are many similarities between Brinkmann’s texts
and Diederichsen’s or Meinecke’s, this quote also shows the equally
clear (and not solely historical) differences that separate their texts.
Both Diederichsen and Meinecke, I guess, would seldom like to be
“without explanation.” At least both are far from joining in with
Brinkmann’s furor against abstraction and theory. But these differ-
ences should not overshadow potential similarities. Diederichsen’s and
Meinecke’s concepts of “mixture” and their way of dealing with “mis-
understandings” and “ambivalences” can be read as references to
Brinkmann as well as to their approach to American pop culture.
Diederichsen writes that Brinkmann had, “on a literary level, given the
injection of North American culture that made life in the FRG tolera-
ble (and because of this double foreignness, he made more of this
American culture than they did in the USA).”76 In this sense,
Diederichsen describes Brinkmann as one of those authors for whom
“the German language was also a means to escape from themselves”
and who accordingly “created a German literature that was on the run
from the German and the Germans.”77

The question of how “American” German pop culture is will not be
answered this way. Rather, because of this double foreignness,
Brinkmann’s methods of writing open up the possibility of discussing
the relationship in other ways. Because Brinkmann understood “pop”
to be a form of translation with a difference, a method of “reproduc-
tion that qualitatively alters the copied object,”78 he undermines the
possibility of clearly differentiating between “German” and “Ameri-
can.” From a position of cultural pessimism, one could attempt to
denounce this kind of mixture as a symptom of “Americanization.”
But one could just as well view it as part of an equally esthetic and
political project, whose aim is to dissolve assigned identities, conven-
tional categories of understanding, and outdated language barriers—
and thus to produce a constellation in which the question posed in the
title of the present volume can no longer be answered: German pop
culture: how “American” is it? On the other hand, this title could be
regarded as a possible answer. If we take the quotation marks around
the word “American” seriously, then the “America” we talk about is
already a quotation—or, in Brinkmann’s words, a “reproduction that
qualitatively alters the copied object.” What I have tried to show here
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is that, at least from the perspectives of Brinkmann, Diederichsen, and
Meinecke, we should add quotation marks to the word “German” as
well.

Translated by Allison Plath-Moseley
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